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COVISION Showcase 
The COVISION project ended the year with a showcase 

event at UCD’s George Moore Auditorium on 26 

November, where children and young people and their 

families, together with politicians, policy-makers and 

academics, joined the COVISION team to celebrate 

Universal Children’s Day. As well as sharing 

COVISION’s outcomes and achievements, there was an 

opening address from Minister for Children Roderic 

O’Gorman, a closing address from Children’s 

Ombudsman Niall Muldoon, a gallery of COVID-

inspired children’s artwork, and a conversation with the 

COVISION CRAG (see below).  

More at: https://www.covision.ie/past-events  

Watch the new COVISION animated video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nvbul_afWz4 
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COVISION Co-Design Pitch Days 
COVISION Co-Design teams in Ireland, Mexico, Australia, 

Taiwan and the USA have presented their proposals for 

change to politicians and policy-makers at Pitch Days in 

each country. In Taiwan, Legislator Wang Wan-Yu 

responded, “All of you have brought up the problems and 

issues you observed and felt from the pandemic experience 

so that we, as policymakers, can hear your voices and pay 

more attention when thinking about these issues in the 

future.” In Ireland the Minister for Children, the Children’s 

Ombudsman, and seven top policy experts gave positive 

feedback and a commitment to change.  

More at: https://www.covision.ie/co-design-workshop   
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COVISION CRAG at the Showcase 

A highlight of the COVISION Showcase was a conversation 

with the COVISION CRAG (Children’s Research Advisory 

Group) live on stage, moderated by Ayrton Kelly and Amy Ni 

Riabhaigh from the CRAG facilitation team (on the left in the 

photo). CRAG members spoke about their experiences, and 

the many benefits of being involved, both for themselves, and 

for children around the world in times of crisis and pandemic. 

All agreed they would urge children and young people to 

accept an invitation to join a CRAG in future.  

More at: https://www.covision.ie/covision-crag  
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